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A B S T R A C T   

Grapevine is one of the most valuable fruit crops in the world. Adverse environmental conditions reduce fruit 
quality and crop yield, so understanding the genetic and molecular mechanisms determining crop yield com-
ponents is essential to optimize grape production. The analysis of a diverse collection of grapevine cultivars 
allowed us to evaluate the relationship between fruit set-related components of yield, including the incidence of 
reproductive disorders such as coulure and millerandage. The collection displayed a great phenotypic variation 
that we surveyed in a genetics association study using 15,309 single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) detected 
in the sequence of 289 candidate genes scattered across the 19 grapevine linkage groups. After correcting sta-
tistical models for population structure and linkage disequilibrium effects, 164 SNPs from 34 of these genes were 
found to associate with fruit set-related traits, supporting a complex polygenic determinism. Many of them were 
found in the sequence of different putative MADS-box transcription factors, a gene family related with plant 
reproductive development control. In addition, we observed an additive effect of some of the associated SNPs on 
the phenotype, suggesting that advantageous alleles from different loci could be pyramided to generate superior 
cultivars with optimized fruit production.   

1. Introduction 

Grapevine is one of the most important fruit crops worldwide. Ac-
cording to 2018 statistics, the global area covered by vines represents 
7.4 million hectares, which yielded 77.8 million tons of grapes [1]. This 
worldwide production is aimed to sustain wine elaboration (57 % of the 
annual yield), followed by fresh grape and dried grape markets (36 % 
and 7 %, respectively). Within the different grapevine Vitis spp., 
V. vinifera L. cultivars account for most of the area dedicated for grape 
production worldwide [2]. 

Differences in the grape cluster and berry at maturity between the 

cultivated grapevine (V. vinifera L. ssp. sativa) and its wild ancestor 
(V. vinifera L. ssp. sylvestris) evidence that individuals with better fruit 
production were selected during domestication and selection processes 
[3]. The most important change during grapevine domestication was the 
selection of hermaphrodite individuals over dioecious wild plants [3,4], 
which ensured a more regular grape production every season. Further 
development of viticulture practices likely fostered the selection of more 
productive vines to maximize fruit production for wine elaboration [5]. 
Therefore, traits like plant fertility, cluster weight and berry weight were 
targets of artificial selective pressures to increase grape yield [3,4]. The 
selection of individuals with better fruit production led to the indirect 
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and unconscious human-driven selection of other traits, like seed shape, 
related to the ability of the seed to germinate [6], and pollen viability, 
which optimizes ovule fertilization and so seed and berry formation [7]. 
That selection process boosted the development of viticulture and 
winemaking practices, and contributed to shape the genetic diversity 
that exists nowadays within the cultivated grapevine. In addition, this 
diversity was increased through divergent selection pressures caused by 
the different use of the grapes either as table- or wine-grape cultivars 
[8]. 

The number of flowers per inflorescence is an important component 
of grapevine yield. In temperate climates, flower number is determined 
during two consecutive seasons [4], which include the formation of the 
inflorescence primordia in season 1, and the differentiation of individual 
flowers in the spring of season 2, which occurs shortly before and during 
budbreak time [9]. Adverse environmental conditions during both sea-
sons may hinder flower formation in susceptible cultivars [10], which 
might result in low fruit production at harvest time [11]. The proportion 
of flower ovaries successfully becoming fruits is known as fruit set. In 
grapevine, the final number of berries in the cluster is definitively 
determined one or two weeks after anthesis [12]. A recent study in-
dicates that fruit set is about 50 % in grapevine cultivars used for wine 
production, whereas this value is lower in table grape cultivars [13]. The 
successful conversion of flower ovaries into berries can be affected by 
genetically-determined abnormal reproductive dysfunctions that lead to 
an excessive number of seedless berries (traditionally termed 
“chickens”) and/or live green ovaries (also known as “shot” berries) in 
the mature cluster [11,14]. Chicken berries are either seedless or contain 
seed traces, and they are formed either by parthenocarpy or by sten-
ospermocarpy [15]. These berries present a smaller size compared to 
seeded (normal) berries [14]. Live green ovaries are proposed to result 
from successful pollination without ovule fertilization, resulting in a 
small, hard and green ovary with limited development [14]. Whereas 
the presence of live green ovaries in the cluster does not affect signifi-
cantly crop yield [14–16], seedless berries can represent a relevant 
proportion of the berries in mature clusters of susceptible cultivars, like 
observed for cv. Merlot [14]. The presence of live green ovaries and 
seedless berries in seeded cultivars led to the definition of two abnormal 
reproductive phenomena in the grapevine, termed coulure (or shatter) 
and millerandage. According to May [17], the term coulure is used when 
an excessive number of flowers or very young berries shed, resulting in a 
mature cluster with a low number of berries. On the other hand, mill-
erandage is the phenomenon in which the proportion of small seedless 
berries and/or live green ovaries is high compared to that of normal 
berries in the mature cluster. In this regard, two indices have been 
defined for the accurate and quantitative assessment of coulure and 
millerandage reproductive disorders, based on the relationship between 
the number of seeded berries, seedless berries and live green ovaries in 
the mature cluster (millerandage), and with respect to the number of 
flowers in the inflorescence (coulure) [11,16]. Coulure and miller-
andage reproductive disorders are increased by both high and low 
pre-flowering temperatures, as they interfere in the successful devel-
opment of pollen, ovule and pistils structures and their functioning 
during the flowering process [17]. Inadequate pre-flowering water and 
nutritional status also impairs fruit set, increasing coulure and miller-
andage rates [15,17]. 

Grapevine fruit set and reproductive disorders have been widely 
analysed from a physiological point of view [18–21], and different 
viticulture strategies have been proposed for fruit set optimization in the 
vineyard [15,16,22–24]. Nevertheless, and despite their interest for 
long-term vineyard management strategies and for the breeding of new 
cultivars, little is known about the genetic basis of these traits. Berry 
number has been scarcely studied through the detection of Quantitative 
Trait Loci (QTL) in biparental populations. The analysis of several table 
grape progenies segregating for this trait highlighted a series of QTLs 
capable of explaining a low proportion of phenotypic variance [25–27]. 
According to a more recent report [28], some additional QTLs for berry 

number were found in linkage groups (LGs) 10 and 18, whose confi-
dence interval includes 14 and 16 candidate genes, respectively. On the 
other hand, the analysis of this trait using phenotypic data from more 
than 100 cultivars and 7032 genetic polymorphisms from 182 candidate 
genes revealed a significant association between the number of berries 
in the cluster and a polymorphism in the gene sequence of a MYB-type 
transcription factor [29]. The low heritability values reported for the 
berry number trait [26,29] support the general instability of the detec-
ted QTLs over different seasons, indicating a high sensitivity of this trait 
to seasonal variation, what hinders consistent QTLs identification [25, 
26]. Furthermore, and to our knowledge, no study has addressed yet the 
analysis of the genetic basis of other traits related to the determination 
of the yield of this crop, or of reproductive disorders like coulure or 
millerandage. 

The main objective of this work was to evaluate the relationship 
between the phenotypic variation for six fruit set-related traits (flower 
number, berry number, fruit set rate, coulure index, millerandage index 
and seed number) and multiple genetic variants detected in the grape-
vine genome through association genetics. Genetic data was obtained 
through the targeted sequencing of 289 candidate genes in a set of 114 
grapevine cultivars. These genes were selected according to different 
transcriptome profiling experiments and/or their functional annotation 
related to reproductive development control. As a reliable phenotype 
input data, best linear unbiased prediction (BLUP) values were calcu-
lated from previously reported phenotypic data obtained in the same 
grapevine collection [13,30], and then used for association tests. This 
approach allowed us to obtain valuable information to reveal the com-
plex genetic architecture of fruit set and related traits in grapevine, as 
well as to establish links between the phenotypic diversity and a set of 
Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs) found in a reduced number of 
genes. The information provided in this work could be exploited to 
obtain grapevine cultivars with improved fruit production. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Plant material 

A collection of 114 grapevine cultivars comprising 111 Vitis vinifera 
L. genotypes and 3 Vitis spp. interspecific crossings (grown as hybrid 
direct producers) has been used (Supplementary File 1). Cultivars were 
maintained as previously detailed [30] in two experimental sites: “Finca 
Valdegón” (Agoncillo, La Rioja, Spain) and “Finca La Grajera” (Logroño, 
La Rioja, Spain). Phenotypic trials were carried out in 2011 and 2012 in 
Finca Valdegón, whereas plants in Finca La Grajera were phenotyped in 
2013, 2015, 2016 and 2017. 

2.2. Phenotypic descriptions and data exploration 

Phenotypic trials used ten inflorescences/mature clusters per 
cultivar and season, describing six fruit set-related traits in different 
seasons, as indicated in Table 1 and as detailed elsewhere [13,30]. 
Briefly, ten well-developed inflorescences from ten different shoots per 
cultivar were tagged and bagged before flowering time (E–L 17–18 
[31]). After anthesis, bags were collected and their content was spread 
and scanned using an EPSON Perfection V370 Photo scanner. Calyptras 
were counted using the image-based tool described in Ibáñez et al. [13] 
and used to estimate flower number (FN). At harvest time (E–L 38), the 
same inflorescences (now mature clusters) were collected and used to 
evaluate the remaining fruit set-related traits. In this process, the three 
berry types described by Friend et al. [14] were separately counted by 
hand: seeded berries of normal size (BSD), which contain seeds in seeded 
cultivars and ripen normally; smaller seedless berries (BSL), which do not 
contain seeds but ripen; and live green ovaries (LGOs), which show a 
limited development and stay hard and green at harvest. These values 
were used to calculate the total number of berries in the cluster (BN =
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BSD + BSL), the fruit set rate (FS=
(

BSD +BSL
FN

)

× 100) and the coulure (CI=

10 −

{
(BSD+BSL+LGOs)×10

FN

}

) and millerandage (MI= 10 −

{
BSD × 10

BSD+BSL+LGOs

}

) 

indices in 2015, 2016 and 2017, after Collins et al. [16]. Data for the 
number of seeds per berry (SN) and the total number of berries per 
cluster (BN) for 2011, 2012 and 2013 were retrieved from Tello et al. 
[30]. Phenotypic data is available at https://github.com/jvtello/Fruit 
Set_pheno. 

Broad-sense heritability (H2) was estimated for each trait as 
described elsewhere [29], using the variance components obtained by 
the MINQUE method by means of SPSS v.22.0 (IBM, Chicago, USA). 
From the phenotype data (mean values of 10 inflorescences/mature 
clusters), best linear unbiased prediction (BLUP) values were estimated 
using the lmer function of the lme4 package [32] for R v. 3.6.2 (http:// 
www.r-project.org/) to fit a linear mixed-effects model to the experi-
mental data, using genotypes as random variables, and season and plot 
data as model covariates [33]. These BLUP values have a positive cor-
relation with phenotypic raw values, and they were used for statistical 
analyses and genetic association tests. Phenotypic distributions and 
correlation between seasonal and BLUP values were explored using the 
ggplot2 and corrplot R packages, respectively, using Pearson coefficients 
(p < 0.05) for correlation analyses. The correlation network was con-
structed using the corrr R package. Scripts are available at https://github 
.com/jvtello/FruitSet_scripts. 

2.3. DNA extraction and SSR analysis: cultivar identification, population 
structure and kinship analyses 

Young and fresh leaves were collected for each cultivar and frozen at 
− 80 ◦C. DNA was extracted as previously detailed [34]. After DNA 
quality and concentration assessment by visual comparison with lambda 
DNA on ethidium bromide-stained agarose gels (0.8 %), and by means of 
a NanoDrop spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific, Wilmington, USA), 
DNAs were screened at 25 nuclear SSR loci [33] for cultivar identifica-
tion. To this aim, genetic profiles were pair-wise compared with the 
grapevine genetic profiles stored in the ICVV SSR-database. 

This set of SSR markers was used for population structure estimation, 
using the Bayesian clustering method implemented in STRUCTURE 
v.2.3.4 (Pritchard et al., 2000) and assuming an admixture model with 
independent segregation of alleles. This method was run with a hypo-
thetical number of genetic groups (K) ranging from 1 to 15, each one 

tested in five independent repetitions with a burn-in period of 100,000 
followed by 150,000 MCMC iterations. The most probable levels of ge-
netic stratification were determined according to the ΔK method [35] 
(as implemented in STRUCTURE HARVESTER [36]) and additional 
corrections for ΔK artefacts derived from markedly low likelihoods for K 
= 1 [37] (Supplementary File 2), analyzing the cultivars assigned to 
each genetic group. A cultivar was assigned to a certain group consid-
ering a critical membership coefficient (q-value) threshold of 0.75; 
otherwise it was considered as admixed. Then, the formed groups in 
each level of stratification under evaluation were examined in the light 
of the available information on cultivar origin and main use in the VIVC 
database (www.vivc.de). Once the optimum level of genetic stratifica-
tion was set, the five repetitions were aligned in a single matrix using 
CLUMPP v.1.1 (Jakobsson and Rosenberg, 2007), and ultimately used as 
population structure correcting factor (Q) in association tests. On the 
other hand, this set of markers was also used to evaluate the pairwise 
relatedness between cultivars using the method indicated in Wang [38] 
and implemented in the related package for R [39], as previously 
detailed [34]. The resulting matrix was used as an additional correcting 
factor (K) in association tests. 

2.4. Candidate genes selection and DNA re-sequencing 

In this work, we used 289 candidate genes to test their association 
with fruit set-related traits. This set of genes includes the core set of 183 
genes previously used in Tello et al. [29], which was derived from 
transcriptomic analyses related to cluster architecture and development. 
Here, this set was extended with 106 additional candidate genes selected 
from (i) diverse transcriptomic experiments aimed at the study of 
grapevine traits like seedlessness, berry size, flower sex and bud fertility 
([40–42] and unpublished data), and (ii) their putative molecular 
function, including a series of MIKC-type genes of the MADS-box type II 
subfamily, suggested to play crucial roles in flowering and flower 
development [43,44]. The whole list of candidate genes analysed in this 
work can be found in the Supplementary File 3. 

The annotated sequences of these 289 genes in the V. vinifera 
PN40024 grapevine reference genome (12X v1) were retrieved from the 
CRIBI server to delimit the regions for targeted sequencing. Update of 
the gene nomenclature according to the latest release of the genome 
assembly from the same scaffolds was performed a posteriori [45] 
(https://urgi.versailles.inra.fr/Species/Vitis/Annotations). As a general 
rule, we included up to 1 kb at the 5′ region for each selected gene to 

Table 1 
Mean, standard deviation (SD), minimum (Min.), maximun (Max.) phenotypic values and broad-sense heritability values (H2) obtained for fruit set and related traits 
evaluated in a collection of 114 grapevine cultivars during three or six seasons.  

Trait Acronym Season Mean SD Min. Max. H2 

Berry number BN 

2011 136.3 47.5 42.5 272 

0.48 

2012 108.9 39.0 37.8 210.2 
2013 123.4 50.4 42.7 285.9 
2015 147.2 65.3 20.7 376.8 
2016 202.0 87.8 60.6 454.0 
2017 155.3 69.6 51.4 356.6 

Coulure index CI 
2015 5.1 2.0 − 0.1 8.6 

0.72 2016 4.9 2.6 − 2.4 8.6 
2017 5.5 2.1 0.1 9.1 

Flower number FN 
2015 405.3 209.7 85.3 1149.1 

0.75 2016 532.3 272.0 140.6 1255.9 
2017 463.3 252.0 133.2 1288.7 

Fruit set (%) FS 
2015 43.2 0.2 12 101.0 

0.72 2016 47.5 0.2 13 114.0 
2017 42.1 0.2 9 96.0 

Millerandage index MI 
2015 1.8 1.4 0 5.5 

0.39 2016 1.3 1.0 0 5.3 
2017 1.3 1.3 0 10.0 

Seed number SN 
2011 2.0 0.5 0 3.1 

0.64 2012 2.2 0.6 0 3.8 
2013 1.9 0.5 0 3.5  
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sequence potential regulatory regions, unless another gene was pre-
dicted in these ranges. Introns were eliminated from gene sequences 
larger than 10 kb. These targeted regions were sequenced in the 114 
grapevine genotypes by the Beijing Genomics Institute (BGI, Shenzhen, 
People’s Republic of China) using a Illumina HiSeq 2000 platform as 
previously detailed [29,34]. Sequencing reads (with an average length 
of 90 nucleotides) were aligned to the whole PN40024 reference genome 
(12X v1) with the software Bowtie 2 [46] using the following command 
settings line:–phred64 –end-to-end -N 0 -L 25 –gbar 2 –np 6 –rdg 6,4 -X 
400 –fr –no-unal. Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs) between 
genotypes were detected by means of the SAMtools package v.0.1.19 
[47]. Insertion/Deletion events were not considered in this work. Re-
sults were filtered to generate a consensus genotype per variety by 
means of an ad hoc Perl script available at https://github.com/ratope/ 
VcfFilter. SNPs with a frequency of the minor allele (MAF) below 0.05 
and those not mapped in at least 100 cultivars were discarded for as-
sociation tests. As a result, 15,309 SNPs have been used for association 
analyses (Supplementary File 1). The position of these SNPs in the 
PN40024 grapevine reference genome were plotted using the R package 
qtl 1.42–8 [48]. 

2.5. Model testing and association tests 

Marker-trait association tests between genotypic and phenotypic 
data were performed between 15,309 SNPs and the BLUP values ob-
tained for six fruit set-related traits using TASSEL v.3.0 [49]. Within the 
four association models available, the Mixed Linear Model (MLM) cor-
recting for both kinship (K) and structure (Q) effects provided the best 
control of type-I errors (false positives) for most of the traits evaluated 
(see QQ plots in the Supplementary File 4). Therefore, only the results 
obtained for the MLM are shown and discussed. 

Given the increased risk of type I errors (false positives) when 
making multiple comparisons and aware of the high linkage disequi-
librium (LD) present between the SNPs tested in this work [29], we used 
three LD-corrected thresholds, which correspond to the “suggestive”, 
“significant” and “highly significant” thresholds proposed by Duggal 
et al. [50]. Following this method, we estimated the number of effective 
SNPs (or independent SNPs) present in our data as the sum of the 
number of haplotype blocks (haplo-blocks) plus all inter-block (un-
linked) SNPs detected in each chromosome. Haplo-blocks were esti-
mated using the solid spine of LD algorithm implemented in Haploview 
v.4.2 with a critical D’ value of 0.80. As shown in the Supplementary File 
5, results indicated the existence of 1461 effective SNPs. This number 
was used to calculate the three abovementioned LD-corrected p-value 
thresholds. 

Besides, the presence of SNPs and genes simultaneously associated 
with more than one trait was explored by means of the UpSetR inter-
active graphical tool [51]. 

2.6. Evaluation of the individual and combined phenotypic effect of 
associated SNPs 

Following the procedure suggested by Su et al. [52], we tested the 
combined effect of highly-associated SNPs on each trait. To simplify, we 
first selected the four SNPs from four different genes associated with 
each trait with the lowest p-value (according to TASSEL results). Then, 
we identified which of the two alleles of each selected SNP is predicted 
to increase the BLUP phenotypic value of each trait (advantageous 
allele). Then, we determined the number of advantageous alleles present 
in each cultivar (for each trait). This information was used as a depen-
dent variable in a series of linear regression models aimed to predict 
BLUP phenotypic values. These models were calculated by means of 
SPSS, being considered significant at P < 0.001. Lastly, a one-way 
ANOVA followed by a Tukey post-hoc tests were calculated with SPSS 
to assess significant differences (P < 0.05) in BLUP values between 
grapevine cultivars varying in the number of these alleles. Boxplots 

showing the effect of the variable number of advantageous alleles on the 
distribution of BLUP values were obtained with the ggplot2 package for 
R. 

3. Results 

3.1. Phenotypic diversity 

The grapevine collection explored to analyze the genetic deter-
minism of fruit set-related traits showed a high phenotypic variation 
(Table 1 and Supplementary File 6), supporting its suitability for this 
study. To cite some examples, BN varied by an 18.2-fold factor in 2015 
(from 20.7 to 376.8 berries per cluster), FN by a 13.5-fold factor in 2015 
(from 85.3 to 1149.1 flowers per inflorescence) and FS by a 10.7-fold 
factor in 2017 (from 9 to 96 %) (Table 1). Variation in these six traits 
was highly correlated among different years (Supplementary File 7), and 
a high significant correlation was observed between seasonal data and 
BLUP values for each trait too (Supplementary File 7). Broad-sense 
heritability values (H2) were high to moderate, especially for FN 
(0.75), CI (0.72), FS (0.72) and SN (0.64) (Table 1). Altogether, these 
results suggest the existence of a strong genetic component for the traits 
analyzed in this work, supporting the interest of exploring their genetic 
basis through association genetics. 

Attending to correlation coefficients between BLUP values (Fig. 1a, b 
and Supplementary File 7), a very high significant correlation between 
CI and FS was obtained (-0.97, p < 0.05). High significant correlation 
coefficients were also found between CI and FN (0.65, p < 0.05) and 
between FN and FS (-0.63, p < 0.05). The rest of significant pair-wise 
correlations between the traits evaluated in this work had lower co-
efficients (Fig. 1a and b). Interestingly, we found that SN only correlates 
significantly with MI (-0.22, p < 0.05). 

3.2. Population structure 

STRUCTURE analysis and ΔK criterion suggested K = 2 as the 
optimal level of genetic structure for this set of cultivars, with a likely 
second level of genetic structure at K = 3 (Supplementary File 2). At K =
2, 82 genotypes were assigned to two genetic groups (K2− 1 and K2− 2) 
considering a critical q-value threshold of 0.75 for group assignation 
(the remaining 32 genotypes were considered as admixed). The first 
genetic group (K2− 1) was formed by 54 wine or multi-purpose grape 
cultivars mainly from Spain, and a small group of table grape cultivars 
from different origins, including Afus Ali, Cardinal, Cornichon, Delight 
and Dominga. The second group (K2− 2) included 28 wine (or multi- 
purpose) grape cultivars, with some of the oldest West European culti-
vars included in this work (Savagnin, Pinot Noir, Cabernet Franc) and 
their descendants (Alfrocheiro, Molar, Silvaner Gruen, and Verdejo 
Blanco descend from Savagnin; Chardonnay Blanc and Gamay Noir from 
Pinot Noir; and Cabernet Sauvignon and Merlot Noir from Cabernet 
Franc), mainly from France and Portugal (Supplementary File 1). At K =
3, and considering the same q-value threshold for group assignment, 91 
cultivars were successfully assigned to one out of the three genetic 
groups, with the 23 remaining cultivars considered as admixed. The first 
genetic group (K3− 1) included 13 cultivars from different regions, but 
most of them with a clear aptitude for table grape production (like 
Cardinal, Dominga or Italia). The second group (K3− 2) included 29 
wine (or multi-purpose) grape cultivars, including 27 previously found 
in K2− 2. The third genetic group (K3− 3) contained 49 cultivars, most of 
them wine (or multi-purpose) Iberian grape cultivars like Airén, Caye-
tana, Palomino Fino, Parellada or Tempranillo Tinto (Supplementary 
File 1). Considering the agreement of this level of stratification with 
current knowledge of grapevine genetic structure at a species level 
[53–55], and that the ΔK criterion tends to artificially favor K = 2 due to 
markedly low likelihoods for K = 1 [37], the q-matrix obtained for K = 3 
was considered as more appropriate and therefore used as population 
structure correcting factor in association tests. 
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3.3. Targeted sequencing, SNP detection and linkage disequilibrium 
evaluation 

A total of 289 candidate genes accounting for 993.9 kbp were tar-
geted for re-sequencing, which represents 0.2 % of the PN40024 
grapevine reference genome assembly sequence. Data can be accessed at 
the NCBI’s BioProject PRJNA625274 (sequence read runs from 
SRR11547919 to SRR11548032). These genes were scattered 
throughout the 19 LGs of the grapevine reference genome, being LG18 
the most represented one (169,221 bp, 41 genes) followed by LG5 
(133,718 bp, 44 genes) and LG11 (79,844 bp, 22 genes) (Supplementary 
File 3). The analysis of such sequenced regions in 114 grapevine culti-
vars allowed us to identify 15,309 SNPs with a MAF > 0.05 (Supple-
mentary File 1), which correspond to an average of one SNP every 65 bp. 
These genetic variants were found across all the LGs of the grapevine 
genome, with a high number of them located in LG18 (2659 SNPs), LG5 
(1929 SNPs), LG12 (1475 SNPs) and LG11 (1366 SNPs) (Fig. 2 and 
Supplementary File 5). The LGs that showed less variants were LG6, 
LG14 and LG13, with 125, 229 and 282 SNPs, respectively. 

The Haploview-generated LD-plot obtained from genetic data on 

15,309 SNPs detected 1247 haplo-blocks linking 15,095 SNPs (98.6 %) 
(Supplementary File 5). These haplo-blocks linked a variable number of 
SNPs (from 2 to 101 SNPs, data not shown), and they were found well 
scattered across the reference genome. Thus, the LGs with a higher 
number of haplo-blocks were LG18 (207 haplo-blocks linking 2622 
SNPs), LG5 (151 haplo-blocks linking 1915 SNPs) and LG12 (130 haplo- 
blocks linking 1453 SNPs). On the other hand, only 214 unlinked inter- 
block SNPs were found, many of them present in LG18, LG11 and LG12 
(37, 22 and 22 SNPs, respectively). No unlinked SNPs were found in 
LG17. Following the method of Duggal et al. [50], we used this infor-
mation to estimate the effective number of independent SNPs (effective 
SNPs). This approach led to the detection of 1461 effective SNPs, rep-
resenting 9.5 % of the 15,309 SNPs initially detected (Supplementary 
File 5). 

As indicated in materials and methods, the number of effective SNPs 
(1461) was ultimately used to calculate three different LD-corrected p- 
value thresholds: “suggestive” (6.84 × 10− 4), “significant” (3.42 × 10-5) 
and “highly significant” (6.84 × 10-6). They were used to control for the 
presence of type-I errors (false positives). 

3.4. Association tests’ results 

In this work, we have evaluated a total of 91,854 marker-trait MLM 
association models (15,309 SNPs for six traits). Among them, 237 as-
sociations (0.24 %) were found to be significant under the “suggestive” 
threshold of 6.84 × 10− 4 (Supplementary File 8). Attending to these 
results, we found four SNPs significantly associated with BN, 78 with CI, 
20 with FN, 76 with FS, four with MI and 55 with SN (Table 2). Only 18 
SNPs (0.02 %) were found to be significantly associated under the 
“significant” threshold of 3.42 × 10-5, and eight of them (0.009 %) under 
the “highly significant” threshold of 6.84 × 10-6 (Table 2 and Supple-
mentary File 8). 

The four SNPs associated with BN were located in three genes coding 
for transcription factors of different families (NAC, MYB and MADS- 
domains transcription factors) located on LG1, LG7 and LG16. 
Regarding FS, the 76 associated SNPs were identified in seven genes 
located on LG18 (4 genes), LG11 (2 genes) and LG12 (1 gene), four of 
them coding for MADS-box transcription factors. We found 78 SNPs 
associated with CI, 73 of them also associated with FS (Table 2), indi-
cating the intimate relationship between these two traits. SNPs associ-
ated with FN were found in 9 genes (on LG1, LG3, LG6, LG8, LG10, 
LG11, LG15 and LG18) coding for proteins with different functions, like 
a NtPRp27 secretory protein (Vitvi03g01597), an iron regulated 

Fig. 1. Correlogram (a) and correlation network (b) based on the pairwise Pearson’s correlation coefficients obtained between BLUP values for fruit set and related 
traits. Only significant correlation coefficients (p-value <0.05) are shown. In a, squares size and colour vary according to correlation coefficients (blue-to-red scale), 
which are indicated. In b, the colour of the connecting lines varies according to correlation coefficients (see blue-to-red scale). BN: Berry number; CI: Coulure index; 
FN: Flower number; FS: Fruit set; MI: Millerandage index; SN: Seed number (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred 
to the web version of this article). 

Fig. 2. Position of the SNPs detected in this work on the PN40024 grapevine 
reference genome (12X V1). 
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transporter (Vitvi10g01358) and an APETALA 1 MADS-box transcrip-
tion factor (Vitvi01g00008). For MI, we found significant associations 
with SNPs located in the gene sequence of a SHORT VEGETATIVE PHASE 
(SVP) MADS-box transcription factor (Vitvi07g01441), a YABBY axial 
regulator (Vitvi11g00492), a homolog to TERMINAL FLOWER 1 (TFL1) 
(Vitvi17g00229) and a protein of unknown function (Vitvi18g02631). 
Lastly, SNPs associated with SN were found in 11 genes on LG2, LG4, 
LG5, LG8, LG11, LG12, LG14, LG16 and LG18. Within these SNPs, we 
found those significantly associated even when considering the “highly 
significant” threshold used in this work (6.76 × 10− 6). They were found 
in two different genes: a homolog to APETALA 1 (AP1) (Vitvi14g01341) 
and a gene coding for a receptor protein kinase (Vitvi02g01270). More 
detailed information is provided in Table 2 and in the Supplementary 
File 8. 

UpSetR revealed the presence of 73 SNPs significantly associated 
with CI and FS (Fig. 3a). No other intersecting SNPs were found 
involving the other traits analyzed in this work. Regarding genes, we 
found six genes associated with CI and FS, one with BN and CI, and one 
with CI, FS and MI (Fig. 3b). Genes associated with CI and FS code for 

four MADS-box transcription factors (Vitvi12g00019, Vitvi18g00517, 
Vitvi18g00553 and Vitvi18g02145), one MYB domain protein (Vit-
vi11g00228), and one protein of unknown function (Vitvi11g01393). 
An AGAMOUS 6 (AGL6) -like MADS-box gene (Vitvi16g00894) was 
found to associate with BN and CI, and we detected a gene coding for a 
protein of unknown function (Vitvi18g02631) associated with CI, FS and 
MI. 

3.5. Analysis of the combined effect of associated SNPs 

Lastly, we explored the combined effect of the associated SNPs on 
phenotypic variation, focusing on four SNPs (from four different genes) 
per trait (Supplementary File 9). For BN, only three SNPs were selected, 
as the significantly associated SNPs with this trait belong to only three 
genes (Table 2). The detailed evaluation of the grapevine accessions 
indicated a great variability in the number of alleles increasing BLUP 
phenotypic values. Thus, for a certain trait, we found cultivars with none 
advantageous alleles to others with up to eight advantageous alleles, as 
observed for FS for example (Fig. 4 and Supplementary File 10). Linear 

Table 2 
Genes and SNPs significantly associated with fruit set and other fruit set-related traits. SNPs N indicate the number of SNPs in the gene significantly associated with a 
certain trait. The name of the SNP with the strongest association (lowest p-value in the MLM model) per gene/trait combination is indicated (Representative SNP). If 
two (or more) perfectly linked SNPs in the same gene obtained the same p-value, only one aleatory SNP is indicated.  

Trait1 Gene ID2 Gene Functional Annotation (VCost.v3) SNPs N Representative SNP3 Model p-value4 Trait variance (%)5 

BN 
Vitvi01g01038 NAC domain-containing protein 29 (NAP, NAC029) 2 SNP_07567 4.09 × 10− 4* 11.05 
Vitvi07g00455 MYB domain protein 108b (MYB108b) 1 SNP_2113 1.78 × 10− 4* 12.57 
Vitvi16g00894 MADS-box AGAMOUS-LIKE 6 (AGL6) 1 SNP_12846 1.31 × 10− 4* 16.16 

CI 

Vitvi03g01320 MADS-box protein SHORT VEGETATIVE PHASE 4 (SVP4) 1 SNP_08605 6.50 × 10− 4* 13.02 
Vitvi11g00228 MYB domain protein 68 (MYB068) 1 SNP_3000 4.30 × 10− 4* 13.81 
Vitvi11g01393 Unknown 3 SNP_3044 1.55 × 10− 4* 15.78 
Vitvi12g00019 MADS-box protein SHATTERPROOF 2 (SHP2) 6 SNP_11181 2.98 × 10− 4* 14.51 
Vitvi16g00894 MADS-box AGAMOUS-LIKE 6 (AGL6) 1 SNP_12849 2.63 × 10− 4* 11.79 
Vitvi18g00517 MADS-box protein SHORT VEGETATIVE PHASE 2 (SVP2) 6 SNP_13547 1.02 × 10− 4* 16.60 
Vitvi18g00553 MADS-box AGAMOUS-LIKE 21 (AGL21) 51 SNP_13714 3.83 × 10− 5* 18.53 
Vitvi18g02145 MADS-box AGAMOUS-LIKE 12 (AGL12) 4 SNP_14764 1.38 × 10− 4* 16.01 
Vitvi18g02631 Unknown 5 SNP_6049 1.47 × 10− 4* 15.88 

FN 

Vitvi01g00008 MADS-box APETALA 1 (AP1) 2 SNP_07474 1.94 × 10− 4* 14.66 
Vitvi03g01597 NtPRp27 secretory protein 10 SNP_08233 4.23 × 10− 5* 17.52 
Vitvi03g01763 No hit 1 SNP_1031 5.67 × 10− 4* 16.98 
Vitvi06g01106 Cyclin CYCB1_2 1 SNP_09966 1.08 × 10− 4* 15.74 
Vitvi08g00630 U-box domain-containing protein 1 SNP_2646 6.14 × 10− 4* 12.55 
Vitvi10g01358 Iron regulated transporter 1 SNP_2941 7.54 × 10− 5* 16.43 
Vitvi11g01072 Potassium-sodium symporter HKT2 1 SNP_3672 3.14 × 10− 4* 13.77 
Vitvi15g00225 MADS-box protein SHORT VEGETATIVE PHASE 3 (SVP3) 1 SNP_12609 2.40 × 10− 4* 14.26 
Vitvi18g01884 Far-red impaired responsive family protein 2 SNP_15204 4.85 × 10− 4* 12.97 

FS 

Vitvi11g00228 MYB domain protein 68 (MYB068) 3 SNP_3000 1.36 × 10− 4* 15.96 
Vitvi11g01393 Unknown 2 SNP_3036 2.14 × 10− 4* 15.09 
Vitvi12g00019 MADS-box protein SHATTERPROOF 2 (SHP2) 5 SNP_11181 2.64 × 10− 4* 14.68 
Vitvi18g00517 MADS-box protein SHORT VEGETATIVE PHASE 2 (SVP2) 6 SNP_13547 1.65 × 10− 4* 15.59 
Vitvi18g00553 MADS-box AGAMOUS-LIKE 21 (AGL21) 51 SNP_13714 3.55 × 10− 5* 18.61 
Vitvi18g02145 MADS-box AGAMOUS-LIKE 12 (AGL12) 4 SNP_14764 8.38 × 10− 5* 16.91 
Vitvi18g02631 Unknown 5 SNP_6049 1.16 × 10− 4* 16.28 

MI 

Vitvi07g01441 MADS-box protein SHORT VEGETATIVE PHASE 1 (SVP1) 1 SNP_07337 5.55 × 10− 4* 11.31 
Vitvi11g00492 Axial regulator YABBY5 1 SNP_3360 2.22 × 10− 4* 13.04 
Vitvi17g00229 TERMINAL FLOWER 1 (TFL1) 1 SNP_13301 1.63 × 10− 4* 16.92 
Vitvi18g02631 Unknown 1 SNP_6037 3.20 × 10− 4* 12.35 

SN 

Vitvi02g01270 Receptor protein kinase 7 SNP_0927 4.99 × 10− 6*** 24.60 
Vitvi02g01288 9-cis-epoxycarotenoid dioxygenase 1 SNP_08133 1.06 × 10− 4* 20.72 
Vitvi04g00573 TOPLESS-RELATED 1 (TPR1) 16 SNP_1081 4.22 × 10− 5* 19.90 
Vitvi05g00281 Binding 3 SNP_1413 5.14 × 10− 5* 19.47 
Vitvi05g00523 GCN5 N-acetyltransferase 1 SNP_1818 5.20 × 10− 5* 19.45 
Vitvi08g01710 BZIP transcription factor 2 SNP_2469 2.74 × 10− 4* 15.92 
Vitvi11g00355 Sulfate transporter 3.4 10 SNP_3091 3.47 × 10− 5* 20.32 
Vitvi12g00574 E-beta-ocimene synthase 3 SNP_5240 1.67 × 10− 5** 21.92 
Vitvi14g01341 MADS-box APETALA 1 (AP1) 10 SNP_11736 4.11 × 10− 6*** 25.04 
Vitvi16g00120 Transcription factor jumonji (jmj) 1 SNP_13044 2.76 × 10− 5** 20.82 
Vitvi18g03021 Laccase 1 SNP_6431 5.41 × 10− 4* 14.50  

1 BN: Berry number; CI: Coulure index; FN: Flower number; FS: Fruit set; MI: Millerandage index; SN: Seed number. 
2 According to the VCost.v3 gene annotation version. 
3 SNPs indicated in bold were used to test their additive effect on BLUP variation. 
4 *: p-value < 6.84 × 10− 4; **: p-value < 3.42 × 10-5, *** p-value < 6.84 × 10-6. 
5 According to TASSEL results. 
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modelling results indicated a significant additive effect of the number of 
these SNP alleles in all the traits except in SN, with R2 values ranging 
from 0.42 to 0.29 (for FS and BN, respectively) (Fig. 4). For example, the 
mean BLUP value for FS of the grapevine cultivars with eight of these 
SNP alleles (i.e.: homozygous for the advantageous alleles in the four 
selected SNPs) was 6.8 times higher than that of those cultivars with 
none of these alleles (i.e.: homozygous for the non-advantageous al-
leles). Similarly, the mean BLUP value for FN was 2.5 higher in the 
cultivars with five advantageous alleles compared to those without 
them. One-way ANOVA and Tukey post-hoc tests confirmed these ad-
ditive effects in BN, CI, FN, FS, and MI traits, at least between the groups 
of cultivars with the most different number of advantageous alleles 

(Fig. 4). 

4. Discussion 

Fruit set is one of the main determinants of grapevine yield [56]. 
Nevertheless, its genetic determinism has been scarcely explored, which 
contrasts with the wide knowledge available for other yield components 
like berry weight, cluster number or, to a lesser extent, berry number 
(see Vezzulli et al. [57] and references therein). This lack of information 
could be partially explained by the effect of environmental factors (hot 
and cold temperature, solar radiation, rainfalls) on fruit set [17], which 
makes difficult to separate genetic from environment effects on 

Fig. 3. UpSetR plots showing the number of SNPs (a) or genes (b) significantly (p-value < 6.84 × 10− 4) associated with one or more of the traits analyzed in this 
work. The total number of SNPs/genes associated with a trait are shown on the bottom left corner of each plot. SNPs/genes associated with more than one trait are 
shown by links connecting filled circles. Vertical bars represent the number of specific or overlapping SNPs/genes between sets. BN: Berry number; CI: Coulure index; 
FN: Flower number; FS: Fruit set; MI: Millerandage index; SN: Seed number. 

Fig. 4. Additive effect of alleles of associated SNPs on BLUP phenotypic values. Linear regression modelling results (R2 and p-value) are shown in the lower corner of 
each boxplot. Different lowercase letters indicate significant differences between groups of grapevine cultivars differing in the number of alleles contributing to 
increase BLUP values (p < 0.05). Outliers are indicated as black dots. BN: Berry number; CI: Coulure index; FN: Flower number; FS: Fruit set; MI: Millerandage index; 
SN: Seed number. 
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phenotypic variation. For berry number, low phenotypic correlations 
between years due to high genotype × environment interaction have 
been previously reported [26,27], agreeing with the moderate value of 
broad-sense heritability found for this trait in this work (H2 = 0.48). On 
the contrary, we found that traits like flower number, fruit set rate and 
coulure have a strong genetic basis, as inferred from their high H2 values 
(Table 1). These results are in line with those of Dry et al. [11], who 
observed that environmental conditions (season, region, site) made a 
very small contribution to the phenotypic variability of some of these 
reproductive traits. To our knowledge, this is the first time that the 
broad-sense heritability values of the traits analyzed in this work are 
reported. Nevertheless, our H2 values are within the range of those 
found for other fruit crops, such as peach and almond trees [58,59]. 
Another reason that hinders the genetic analysis of fruit set and related 
traits is the lack of an accurate and fast method for their objective 
quantification. To accurately determine these traits, flowers and berries 
should be counted in the same clusters, what requires a non-invasive 
method for this arduous task. Here, we used a recently reported 
image-based system capable to count flower caps after their digital 
scanning to ease this process [13]. As observed in Table 1, we obtained 
anomalous fruit set values above 100 % in some varieties, probably due 
to the trapping of some flower caps in the inner part of the clusters after 
cluster closure, an especially common feature in cultivars with highly 
compact clusters [60]. Nevertheless, differences between manual and 
automatic counts were low compared to other automatic systems (see 
discussion in Ibáñez et al. [13]), and it proved to provide a satisfactory 
flower number counting data for a proper calculation of derived pa-
rameters (such as fruit set rate or coulure and millerandage indices). 

To explore the genetic basis of fruit set and related traits we used a 
collection of wine, table and multi-purpose grapevine cultivars with a 
great diversity for yield-related variables, including flower number, 
berry number and fruit set rate [13]. The correlation network obtained 
indicated a complex interaction between the six traits studied (Fig. 1b). 
As observed by Ibáñez et al. [13], we found that fruit set correlates 
negatively with the initial number of flowers in the inflorescence and 
with the indices used to measure the two abnormal reproductive phe-
nomena considered in this work (coulure and millerandage). Addition-
ally, the final number of berries in the cluster correlates positively with 
flower number and fruit set rate, and negatively with coulure and 
millerandage indices, in all cases with low correlation coefficients. 
These results support the compensation effect between the initial 
number of flowers and the final number of berries indicated by Dry et al. 
[11] and Ibáñez et al. [13], with cultivars having an initial high number 
of flowers per inflorescence showing low fruit set rates and vice versa. 
Here, correlation analyses indicate that the shedding of ovaries or very 
young berries is the most critical factor determining the fruit set rate at a 
species level. Little is known about the physiological basis of flower 
shedding, although it is suggested to be under a complex hormonal 
control, in which auxin transport and ethylene-related gene expression 
seem to play a leading role [61]. On the other hand, we found that the 
number of seeds per berry only correlates significantly with miller-
andage (Fig. 1a). Millerandage occurs when a high number of live green 
ovaries and/or seedless berries are present in the cluster [11]. Live green 
ovaries result from the lack of ovule fertilization [14], whereas seedless 
berries in seeded cultivars occur by parthenocarpy or by sten-
ospermocarpy [15]. In parthenocarpy, small berries without seed traces 
develop in the absence of fertilization, whereas in stenospermocarpy, 
seed development aborts after fertilization and embryo formation, 
generating berries with seminal rudiments or seed traces [40,41]. 
Fertilization-derived problems also reduce the final number of seeds per 
berry [62], explaining the correlation observed here between seed 
number and millerandage. 

We identified several significantly associated SNPs in the gene 
sequence of diverse MADS-box transcription factors (Table 2 and Sup-
plementary File 8). MADS-box genes are known to play a wide range of 
functions in angiosperms, including flowering induction, flower organ 

identity and the control of flowering time [63]. The grapevine genome 
contains 90 MADS-box genes, which can be divided into the MADS type I 
and MADS type II monophyletic lineages [44]. MIKC-type genes (named 
after their characteristic domain structure that includes a MADS, an 
Intervening, a Keratin and a C-terminal domains) belong to the 
MADS-box type II genes, and they include a series of genes with 
well-documented functions in flower organogenesis in diverse species 
[64]. Multiple works indicate a conserved function of the MIKC-type 
genes in grapevine, as reported for AGAMOUS-LIKE (AGL), APETALA 
(AP), SHATTERPROOF (SHP), and SHORT VEGETATIVE PHASE (SVP) 
genes [65–69]. Our results indicated the presence of 51 SNPs in 
VviAGL21 and 4 in VviAGL12 associated with fruit set and coulure 
(Table 2). In Arabidopsis, AtAGL21 regulates auxin accumulation in 
lateral roots [70], and AtAGL12 is an auxin-responsive factor involved in 
root development and in flowering transition [71]. In grapevine, auxin 
transport has been related to the major or minor ability of berries to 
persist in the cluster during grapevine abscission after fruit set [61]. 
Besides, we found a series of SNPs in the VviAGL6 gene sequence 
significantly associated with coulure and berry number (Table 2). As 
observed in diverse angiosperms (Arabidopsis, maize, petunia, rice), 
AGL6 genes are involved in floral meristem regulation, floral organo-
genesis, ovule and seed development, and male and female gameto-
phytes development [72]. 

Two VviAP1 MADS-box genes (Vitvi01g00008 and Vitvi14g01341) 
were found to be associated with the number of flowers per inflores-
cence and the number of seeds per berry, respectively (Table 2). In 
Arabidopsis and other flowering plants, AP1 plays a central role in the 
transition from the inflorescence meristem into floral meristem, 
reducing the time needed for flowering [73]. Expression profiles suggest 
that VviAP1 conserves a key role in flowering induction and flower 
morphogenesis in grapevine too [66,68], supporting the association 
results obtained in this work. Besides, AtSHP1 and AtSHP2 genes are 
known to be required for fruit dehiscence in Arabidopsis, promoting the 
lignification of valve margin cells that induce silique shatter [74]. Here, 
we found a series of SNPs in the VviSHP2 gene sequence associated with 
coulure and fruit set (Table 2). Thus, our results indicate that the pro-
posed role of this gene in Arabidopsis might be conserved in the 
grapevine, playing some role in the mechanisms involved in the shed-
ding of unfertilized flowers or very young berries that ultimately affect 
fruit set rate. 

A recent genome-wide analysis of the MADS-box transcription factor 
family in grapevine indicated a notable expansion of the SVP subfamily 
compared to other woody species, with a total of 10 VviSVP/VviSVPS 
(for SVP Short) genes detected across the grapevine genome [44]. Our 
results revealed significant associations between VviSVP1 and miller-
andage, VviSVP2 and coulure and fruit set, VviSVP3 and flower number, 
and VviSVP4 and coulure (Table 2), suggesting that this subfamily plays 
a relevant role in the fruit production of this crop. In Arabidopsis, AtSVP 
acts as a repressor of flowering, with an opposite effect to that of 
AtAGL24 [75]. Thus, it has been indicated that floral transition takes 
place when the expression of AtSVP reduces and that of AtAGL24 in-
creases. Similar results in barley suggest that SVP genes are part of a 
conserved mechanism that regulates floral meristem identity across 
plant species [76]. VviSVP/VviSVPS genes show high similarity with the 
tomato JOINTLESS (SlJ) gene [44], a MADS-box gene involved in the 
development of the pedicel abscission zone that controls flower and fruit 
abscission [77,78]. Results in apple and pear suggest that J homologs 
play similar roles in the abscission of flowers and fruits in these two 
crops [79,80]. Interestingly, a phylogenetic analysis of the two apple J 
homologs (MdJa and MdJb) with SlJ, AtSVP, AtAGL24 and other SVP 
homologs revealed a high similitude between AtSVP, MdJa, MdJb, SlJ, 
and the grapevine VvSVP1 [79], implying a potential similar function for 
J in the grapevine that would support the associations obtained in our 
work. 

The R2R3-MYB transcription factor subfamily regulates numerous 
developmental processes at the whole plant and cell-specific levels, and 
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modulate responses to environmental stresses [81]. In grapevine, this 
subfamily includes 134 genes, many of them involved in flower and seed 
development or in the synthesis of anthocyanins and flavonoids [82]. 
Our results revealed significant associations between SNPs in two 
grapevine R2R3-MYB transcription factors (VviMYB68 and Vvi-
MYB108b) and three fruit set-related traits (Table 2). On the one hand, 
VviMYB68 was found to associate with coulure and fruit set. An over-
expression of AtMYB68 produces accumulation of lignin in Arabidopsis 
roots, suggesting that this transcription factor might participate (directly 
or indirectly) in the regulation of the lignin biosynthesis pathway [81]. 
In grapevine, the accumulation of lignin in berry pedicels promotes its 
drop [83], which might explain the results obtained for VviMYB68 in our 
work. On the other hand, we detected one SNP in the VviMYB108b (also 
known as VviMYB78) gene sequence significantly associated with berry 
number. Among other phenotypic alterations, Arabidopsis AtMYB108 
mutant lines show low pollen viability and short anther filaments [84], 
suggesting that AtMYB108 regulates late stages of stamen development 
and controls male fertility. In grapevine, a reduced male fertility has 
been related to poor fruit set, which reduces the number of berries in the 
cluster and compromises crop yield [7]. 

Together with LEAFY (LFY), TERMINAL FLOWER 1 (TFL1) controls 
Arabidopsis inflorescence architecture [85]. Misexpression of the main 
TFL1 homolog in grapevine (VviTFL1A) delays the time of anthesis and 
modifies the branching architecture of the inflorescence, as observed in 
a somatic variant of the grapevine cultivar Carignan [86]. Further work 
identified a series of VviTFL1A polymorphisms that associate with the 
phenotypic diversity observed for flowering time, berry weight and 
cluster width in a core collection of 140 grapevine cultivars [87], sug-
gesting a role of VviTFL1A on phenology and cluster traits, and thus a 
conservation of the role reported in Arabidopsis. Similarly, a previous 
work linked some polymorphisms in the VviNAC26 gene sequence (the 
closest homolog to Arabidopsis AtNAP or AtNAC029 [88]) with berry 
dimensions and cluster weight variability [34]. Here, we detected one 
VviTFL1A (Vitvi17g00229) SNP associated with millerandage, and two 
SNPs in the VviNAC26 gene sequence (Vitvi01g01038) associated with 
the number of berries in the cluster (Table 2), suggesting additional 
effects for these two genes in grapevine fruit production. Lastly, we 
found some SNPs in a gene that codes for a protein of unknown function 
(Vitvi18g02631) that associates with coulure, millerandage, and fruit 
set (Table 2). The lack of information on this gene hinders to hypothesize 
about its biological function in grapevine, but expression analyses in cv. 
Corvina indicates that it is differentially expressed in flowers at 
full-flowering, more specifically in flower stamens [89]. This informa-
tion suggests that Vitvi18g02631 might be involved in male fertility, 
which would support the association results observed in this work. 

Our results support the polygenic nature of fruit set-related traits in 
grapevine, being under the control of numerous QTLs on different 
chromosomes. This challenging and complex genetic basis would 
require pyramiding multiple beneficial QTL alleles in a single grapevine 
genotype to improve grape production through additive complementary 
mechanisms, as previously shown for major crops like rice [90] and 
wheat [91]. Nevertheless, this approach would benefit from more 
detailed information regarding the interaction between the causing 
QTLs prior to their pyramiding in a single genotype, and it will always 
depend on the aims of the breeding program. Alternatively, in the cases 
where the associated SNPs were confirmed as the cause of the pheno-
typic variation, the information provided by this work could be used for 
modifying these specific genetic loci through cutting-edge genome 
editing technologies, such as the CRISPR/Cas9 system, which has shown 
promising results in grapevine [92,93]. As an example, low-yielding 
cultivars with a reduced number of initial flowers could be benefited 
from the incorporation of alleles that increase fruit set to ensure an 
adequate yield. On the contrary, highly-productive cultivars with a high 
number of flowers per inflorescence could be improved through the 
incorporation of alleles associated with reduced fruit set rates, to reduce 
the final number of berries in the cluster that, in turn, will reduce disease 

pressure due to a less compact cluster architecture. In any case, our 
results are very useful to detect some genes with potential roles on the 
biological mechanisms determining fruit set and fruit set-related traits. 
Further functional analyses will be required to confirm their putative 
biological function in grapevine. 

5. Conclusion 

A major challenge in viticulture, given the predicted impacts of 
climate change on grape formation and growth, is to optimize vineyard 
production whilst maintaining grape quality. Understanding the genetic 
and molecular mechanisms responsible for the determination of grape-
vine yield components can be relevant to develop long-term strategies in 
that direction. The results reported in this work aid to understand the 
complex genetic basis of fruit set and other fruit set-related traits, 
providing a series of candidate genes and alleles likely involved in their 
genetic architecture. Among the genes tested in this work, we found a 
relevant role of a series of MADS-box transcription factors, which in 
Arabidopsis and other crops were found to be involved in flowering and 
fruit set processes. Among them, some members of the VviAGL, VviAP, 
VviSHP and VviSVP gene subfamilies stood out as firm candidates to 
understand their DNA sequence diversity and test their biological effect 
in fruit set through specific functional analyses. In addition, the detec-
tion of alleles that increase or reduce fruit set performance opens the 
door to improve grapevine cultivars with better grape production to 
meet human needs and to cope with future environment conditions. 
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